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• 2 Wisconsin Bar Groups Probe 
FBI 9u,..,(Yaing of Lawyer's Office 
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By Edward S. Xerstenn 	tape recordings and logs of all Attorney's general office, told 
s 	wwwwwn cool 	monitored conversations in the, Judge Pens that the tapes en  

MILWAUKEE. 'Wis., Dec. 11 office of  Frain. 	 .wh ich conversations frenl • An FBI agent's testimony that! The Government did so but . Frinzi's office were r rd 
# he installed electronic eaves-AWalsh contended the record 

s• had been erased. He said dropping equipment to mon-;were incomplete. 
dor conversations In a 	I "All that was given to us I here we-re no other recordst' waukee lawyer's office in 1963 were conclusions and editorial-. of the monitored conversa-:  1, is bring investigated by a lied comments of what the FBI Lions than what the Govern-, committee of the state bar of agents heard in their eaves-,  ment had turned over to the • Wisconsin and the Milwaukee dropping activities." he said-! defense. 

4 Bar Association. 	 , "As far as the FBI eleetronie! Judge Peos told Walsh that,' /I Joseph E. O'Connell, an FBI surveillance is concerned, thel he had studied in chambers. agent made the disclosure-Government has  furnished; the FBI monitoring reports ▪ Nnv. 3 before Federal Judgeionly what it wanted to. 	!and had concluded that the Omer Pons in Springfield. 111..1 ''We don't have the names! lags showed the material 
during the income-tax evasion, of the FBI agents who mont!rnanitored had nothing to do. 

. trial of Frank P. Balistrieri, a, toned the conversations in, with this tax case' Milwaukee night club opera-J-rinzi's office. We want the ''1 here deleted from the • tor. 	 !opportunity In quesiton them trial of the case all of the wire n'Connelt did not identify!as to the extent of the in- hugglnr evidence obtained the name of the lawyer. hut) formation they obtained from through FBI monitoring: I attorney. Maurice J. Walsh., the bugged conferences in the have also excluded all Illegally Chicago, .chief counsel for Bal- 	office,- 	 obtained evidence in the raid I, istrieri, disclosed in open Charles MeNclis, a Wash.Inf the brokkeeper's apart 
!' pour! that O'Connell had!ington trial lawyer in the tax rnent." he said. -What else can broken Into and bugged the ,divisi.on of the United States I dot,'" 

downtown office of another 
Balistrieri attorney—Dominic 

Frinzi—from April 23 to 
.C)rt._ 3, 1963. 

Walsh's disclosure was based 
on 84 pages of documents put 
porting to show the reports of 
monitoring by 23 FBI agents 
assigned to eavesdrop on the 
conversations of Frinzl and 
three of his law GSSOCjAir--- 
Niehotas Catania, Edward Nen-

, hecker and Angelo Greco, who 
also is a Wisconsin Assembly-
man 

Walsh had asked Judge Poi,  
nn Nov. 35 to order the Gnv. 
ernment to produce the FBI's 


